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Dear Friends from VIII Palo IB World School, we wish you a fruitful,
joyous and memorable stay in Malpi International School and Nepal
VIII Palo IB School was created as there was a need of alternative system of education in
Krakow, Poland. It is considered to be one of the top IB Schools in Poland. Malpi International
School Family welcomes the Team from VIII Palo IB School as part of the International
Exchange Programme.

From the Editors

Editorial Board
Chirayu Sherchan (IX)
Pravash Chuke (IX)

Dear Readers,

Saras Pradhan (IX)
Shranav Sakha (IX)

Here, you have before youthe “Dashain Edition of The Chronicle”. All of the events
from August to September have been chronicled in this issue. Students have written various reports,
including the activities that we have completed. Every page of the Chronicle is filled with memorable
events of us engaged in fruitful academic and co-curricular activities.

Sofian Rana (IX)
Sophil Sthapit (IX)

Facilitators
Apurba Koirala (X)

We’ve had many events like The Synchronicity (Dance and Music fest), Children’s Day,

Nishant Tandukar (X)

Fr. Shocke 6-A- Side Tournament, Inter-School Cricket Tournament, Inter- House Tournaments,

Mr. Richard Moktan

Swimming Fest, Malpi Mastermind, Gyan Carnival (Basketball), Inter-Girls GAA Cup, Merit and
Conduct list party, and many more. The Synchronicity - Music and Dance Fest 2018 was celebrated
on a huge scale. We had other Schools joining our celebrations. Alongwith our special friends from
Stepping Stones, Aurangabad, India, Triyog High School, Ullens School and Gyanodaya High
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School took part in this festive event. The Inter-House Competitions are going on very well. Our
Middle School Girl’s Basketball Team brought home the ‘Winners Shield’ in the GAA Cup. We’ve
had various visitors too. Miss Angela Chen (From The World Scholar’s Cup); exchange students
from Australia; a team of Nepali cinema personalities as well as ex-Malpiites. Students have also
taken part in the HMUN (Harvard Model United Nations), which was organized by Harvard
University in Hyderabad, India. We are all preparing for the next set of students to visit the United
Kingdom to take part in the OXMUN (Oxford Model United Nations), which is being hosted by
Oxford University. Principal Sir had also conducted a party for the Merit and the Conduct List
students.
For the Educational Excursions, Grade VII went to Prime FM and Kathmandu
University, Grade VIII visited Trichandra University and Narayanhiti palace, Grade IX were taken
to DCN and Islington College and Grade X visited ICIMOD. It was an experiential learning for
all of the Grades. This time our Educational Excursion was based on Digital Cinema, so it was
really interesting for the students who are into Technology. Everything thing went well during the
Educational Excursion and all of us were excited to learn something new.
We feel pleased to be helped by a brilliant group of Editors who have supported us at
work relentlessly in the past few days in the making of this chronicle. We would like to acknowledge
all the teachers who have also assisted us in this venture. We would like to show our utmost gratitude
to our Seniors Apurba Koirala (Head Boy) and Nishant Tandukar (Secretary-General) for their
guidance, editing and help in making this Chronicle. Lastly, a very big thank you to Richard Sir for
trusting us with this task.
		
			

Chirayu Sherchan and Sophil Sthapit (Grade IX)

					Editors

Malpi International School
Panauti, Kavre, Nepal.

From the Executive Director cum Principal
15 December 2017

Dear All,
Once again, we have had the opportunity to host an international
exchange group comprising of eighteen students and three staff members from
Poland. We are extremely glad that this rare opportunity has provided our
students to gain a global perspective, particularly an insight to the culture of
Poland. Hopefully, we shall visit them next year.
At the moment, our fifteen students and two teachers shall be
participating in the Oxford Model UN in London, UK in November 2018. A
few of our students, including myself participated recently in the Harvard
Model UN, Hyderabad, India. It was truly a learning opportunity to acquire
life skills for our students, such as in the field of research, negotiation, debate,
presentations and many more. We sincerely hope that all our parents encourage
their wards to participate in such events as we, at Malpi, strive in imparting a
broad-based education based on Experiential Learning. .
We are gathered here today for our Annual PhyEx (Sports Day).
Do note the healthy competition displayed by our students. However, let me
reiterate that each one of them is a winner. In the course of the preparation,
they have all made tremendous improvement in their physical strengths and
social skills.
Lastly, Congrats to the Editorial Team and their Advisor. And to
the PhyEx Department, Music Department and to all those who provided the
necessary support. Also, thanks to our students and parents.
We wish all a joyous Dashara and Tihar Festiva!
With warmest regards
			J.M. Sherchan
		

Executive Director cum Principal

MR. ANGELO M. D’ CRUIZE

M

r. Angelo M. D’ Cruize is the Principal of Stepping
Stones High School, Aurangabad, India. He is a great
orator. He gave impressive motivation speechs in
front of Malpi. I was very much inspired by the way he spoke. I
learned a lot of things. I am really blessed to listen to a speech by
such a great man. In his recent visit to Malpi, he has motivated
many teachers and students including me. He shared many
inspirational quotes and stories with us. There was one quote
which I appreciated the most and will never forget, “You will not
know the meaning of life until you discover the tiny little precious diamond
inside you and only you”. His speech amazed me. I will never forget his

motivational words. It was so strong that it changed my outlook
on life.

Bishwojeet Bista (Grade VI)

FROM MR. ANGELO M. D’CRUIZE
Dear Mr. Sherchan
We all reached safely at 3.30 AM this morning. Our bus broke down in Pune or we would have
reached by 12. Amazingly our children were still in high spirits with unforgettable memories which
I’m sure they will cherish for a life time.
I personally am deeply touched with the warmth, love and care showered on us by you, your staff
and students. Please convey our deep appreciation and gratitude to all. I would like to express my
gratitude to the office and support staff as well. Last but not the least the Chairman.
Tomorrow the students shall be sharing their unforgettable experience with the School during
Assembly. God bless you always
With deep gratitude and Warm regards
						Angelo Michael D’cruize
							Principal
						Stepping Stones High School
						
Aurangabad, India.

EXPERIENCE WITH STEPPERS

W

e all had a great time with
the Steppers. All of them
were interesting, each with
a different personality and each with
a unique talent. A few students were
chosen as the buddies for the Steppers
and I was one of lucky ones. I was the
buddy of Parth Kulkarani. He was
friendly, smart and a good friend. We all were very close to them. We taught them Nepali; our customs and
our ways; shared stories; guided them around. We all had a good time with them. All the teachers of Stepping
Stones High School were friendly too. The Principal of Stepping Stones High School was an excellent orator
as well as a great inspiration for many of us. He inspired us by telling us great stories. He was kind and very
punctual too but also straight forward. We all learnt a good lesson from Mr. D’ Cruize.
Prithak Basnet (Grade VIII)

SYNCHRONICITY - FUN!

I

n the Synchronicity, I took part in the dance and in
the orchestra as well. So it was very challenging for
me to do both. Even in the practice sessions, I had
many difficulties, I had to attend the orchestra and the
dance group practices sometimes, at the same time. The
orchestra had to play many songs for parents and special
guests of Malpi. I, alongwith my friends, in the dance had
lots of fun. I had never danced in a School programme
before, so it was a great experience for me. We also had
many food stalls containing different varieties of foods,
which were mouthwatering. Thank you Malpi for giving
us such amazing opportunities!.
Karma Gurung (Grade VI)

BATTLE OF THE BANDS

M

y experience in the Battle of the Bands was
great. I had a wonderful time ! I had already
performed in the Battle of the Bands earlier,
so I had that experience. We were the same Band “Hectic Sight”. It was fun, it is always fun being in a
band.
Previously, we performed the song “Knocking on Heavens
Door” and this year we performed “Civil War”. Both
of the songs are orginials of “Guns N Roses”. We had
already had a lot of fun during our practice session, so I
knew that we would have a great time during the Finals
as well. I would like to thank everyone, for organizing a
program like Synchronicity. This program was definitely
a great success.
Sophil Sthapit (Grade IX)

SYNCHRONICITY-2018

I

’m sure, we all have heard the phrase “Expectations
vs. Reality”. But, this time our Synchronicity was
“Expectations vs. Beyond Reality” as it was just
beyond our expectations. We had everything; it was
international, we had students from different schools,
we had indoor arena with perfect lighting and there was
nothing else we could wish for. One word I could use to
describe this time’s Synchronicity is “Perfect” as we
could not really point out any flaws. But, this level and
perfection doesn’t come just like that. It all happens with
tremendous hard work and preparations. I thank our
dear Principal Sir and all the teachers for helping us as
well as working really had to make this event successful.

Talking about the dance performance and Battle of the
Bands, it was really tough. We had to go through serious
rounds of selection with constant fear of being knocked
out. Once the finalists were announced, we all knew, it
was the time to aim for the top. All the dancers and band
members gave their best to make their group and band
first. But, only one band and one dance could win.
The winner of the Battle of the Bands was “Chemical
Reaction” from Grade 10 and the winners from the dance
off was again “The Beginners Return” from grade 10.
Overall, this Synchronicity was just epic. That moment
was one of the memorable times of my life.
Sambridhi Nepal (Grade X)

PRECIOUS TIME WITH BUDDIES

M

alpi School says “I am a School with a
Difference” and indeed it is a school with
a difference. On 17th July, we invited 27
students from Stepping Stones High School of India,
Aurangabad as an exchange program. A few of the
students were chosen as their buddies including me.
I was selected as Anuskha’s buddy. First we shook
hands. I didn’t know she would be so frank with me. I
started enjoying her company. I found her hilarious
and admiring. Knowing their culture was fun. What I
liked about them was they gave value to everything and
they mastered their interest. She was good in singing.
It was fun making new friends, sharing our culture and
extending our hands.
We were able to create ourselves different way and
make good use of time. It was all because of our beloved
Principal Sir. I am really thankful.
Deepti Kadel (Grade X)

ON THE STAGE

B

eing on the stage, I really felt proud. This was
my first time singing on stage with my friends.
During the audition, I was a bit nervous, maybe
because it was my first time but we made it to the finals.
We were happy and felt more confident. I really had fun,
I was enjoying while dancing the most. Unfortunately, we
didn’t get to perform on the day parents came but still we
didn’t give up because we practiced a lot.
Shreena Sherchan (Grade IX)

MALPI IDOL

O

n Synchronicity 2018-19, we had dance
off, Battle of the Bands and Malpi idol.
This time Malpi idol was only for grade
4 to 7. We had 3 rounds. Pawan sir and Prajwal
Sir had called us to practice so that we could do
our best on the show. It was a tough competition
because everyone was good and really impressive
in their own way. All the teachers encouraged
us a lot and we were all happy to hear the good
comments from the teachers. We all were given a
gift voucher with different categories like overall
excellence, great performance and many more.
Well in my point of view, it was all fun and I
gained a lot of experience from it.
Syabrina Gurung (Grade VII)

OUR TAPPA DANCE

A

s there was an inter-school competition
being held on the 20th of July at our
School, different schools like Gyanodaya,
Triyog, Stepping Stones and Ullens were also
joining us in this competition. There were two
types of competition: the “Dance off” and the
“Battle of the Bands”. All the schools had
practiced really well and they also performed well.
Our school had prepared two dances, one was
from the girls and another was from the boys.
Our school band had also practiced two songs for
the Battle of the bands. The girls had practiced
belly and hip hop dance. There were altogether 12
dancers performing on that day from our group.
Our dance was known as the ‘Tappa Dance”. We
got to practice the dance for 5 days and it was a
really creative dance. I really liked it, and it was
also fun to dance.
Evana Shrestha

MY EXPERIENCE

M

y experience on Synchronicity was wonderful. I participated in the dance and
also in then band. I was the band manager. I felt good being the band manager. We also
danced and had fun. The name of our dance group
was “Dance the Dancers” and the name of our
band was “The Beat-Less Band”. We danced in
the songs: “Work from Home”, “Barbie Girls”
and “Can’t Stop the Feeling”. We performed, “Let
Me Love You” in the battle of the bands. I was
very happy when I was dancing in front of everyone. I really had lots of fun.
Ishani Devi Goshali

SYNCHRONICITY 2018

M

alpi has always been organizing
Synchronicity annually as a showcase
of a child’s musical talents. However,
this year was different. This Synchronicity was

organized as an inter-school festival. It was not
a competition, but to just play music and enjoy
within ourselves. It was a two-day event; one for
all the bands from the different schools to perform,
and the other day was the awards distribution for
the previous day. There was no ranking of any sort,
and every school got recognized for their efforts on
the stage. We were joined by Gyanodaya, Ullens,
Triyog and our very special guests from India,
Stepping Stones High School. The two-day fest
was well-organized and every school seemed to be
enjoying the festival. The Synchronicity was a very
big event, being inter-school, our school did a great
job organizing, and managing the festival.
As I told earlier, the Synchronicity was a two-day
event. However, on the second day there were not
only awards distribution of the previous day, but the
bands of Malpi also performed on that day in front
of their parents. There were bands from Grade IV
to X. Our parents enjoyed the performances by
their children and we assured that the second day
was also a success. All the bands had practiced two
weeks before, leading to the Synchronicity, and did
a pretty good job. By the end of the day, one of the
most anticipated events of Malpi had just ended in
a fashionable manner.
I have seen many programs of Malpi, but the
Synchronicity Music and Dance Fest is by far, the
only one which is still blowing my mind till this day.
Shranav Sakha (Grade IX)

SRA/NEWARI BHOJ &
SYNCHRONICITY

O

n the 20th of July 2018, we ended the
great day with a Newari Bhoj, it was
delicious. We had choila, chicken, chiura,
drinks, dahi, achar, aloo, and other such delicacy.
We all really liked it. We had the meal after the
awards were distributed in the SRA (Special
Recognition Awards). I was very happy to be in
the Good Conduct List.
The first day of Synchronicity was a success,
students from Malpi, Stepping Stones, Ullens,
Triyog and Gyanodaya participated in it. It was
a great show. The next day I was glad to meet
my parents after such a long time. The second
day of Synchronicity was great as well. I enjoyed
the program and went home. I also enjoyed the
Summer Vacation. I completed my vacation
assignments and spent the rest of the days with
my family. I played many games but also worked
hard for the next PPE.
Abhisek Shrestha

A TRIP TO HYDERBAD

F

irst of all, I would like to acknowledge Principal Sir and my parents for understanding my interest
in HMUN and for giving me such a wonderful opportunity to take part in this program. I would
also like to thank Pawan Sir for taking good care of us in this entire trip. Before the trip, we
researched a lot about the topics we were given for HMUN at school.
As soon as we reached Hyderabad, we were exhilarated by its beauty. We experienced a bit of motion sickness
which was the only setback during the flight but we enjoyed moving from one airport to another. The moment
we entered the hotel and to our rooms, we jumped on the comfy beds removing our entire exhaustion. At
dinner we got to taste delectable Hyderabad Biryani. The next day was the most important day for us, the
day for which we had practiced a lot in the school. We entered the Hyderabad International Convention
Centre with a very well dress up. We observed the view of the crowd. We interacted with lots and lots of
people there and that is where I enhanced my communication skills. Everyone were discussing about their
topics and making their blocs.
After all that fun we had to return back to Nepal the next morning. We woke up early and had to attend the
morning fight, then we reached Nepal, many of us were very annoyed for not securing any of the awards but
still it was a great experience for us.
Abhishek Roy (Grade X)

HMUN EXPERIENCE

E

very year, Malpi organizes trips to different places. This year our school proposed a trip to
Hyderabad, India for HMUN (Harvard Model United Nations). Since this program was being
conducted by Harvard University, my parents wanted me to participate in it without any hesitation.
There were 6 students travelling, 3 from Grade 9 and 3 from Grade 10 accompanied by 2 teachers (Pawan
sir and Principal Sir). For this program, we were representing Solomon Islands and I was in the committee
IOM (International Organization on Migration). Being in this committee our topic was preventing Migrant
Smuggling. We had to discuss about how we can prevent Migrant Smuggling by ourselves like political
leaders trying to find out solutions for global issues in a real MUN. We were accommodated in IBIS hotel at
Hyderabad. We were having our sessions in the Novotel Convention Centre which was a huge place. There
were many students coming from different places over there. First we entered the convention Centre and
had time to make new friends and adjust over there. Then, we started our sessions. We had to discuss the
causes, effects and solutions to migrant smuggling. Everyone’s voice was heard over there. Since it was my
first time in a MUN I had difficulties fitting in but I had my friends who helped me. I learned a lot about
Migration. Besides MUN, we had lots of fun like we had the delegate dance in which music was being played
and we could dance with our fellow delegates. We also prepared a dance for the talent show but unfortunately

we couldn’t perform it. We went to Charminar. It is a very precious monument and a mosque, it is a global
icon of Hyderabad and one of the most impressive constructions in India. The opening and closing ceremony
were also astounding. During the closing ceremony we had the prize distribution. Even though, we didn’t
win any prizes I was proud and happy to learn something new.
In conclusion, I would like to say that this trip was very educational and beneficial for us. I would like to
thank the teachers who accompanied us and took care of us. I would also like to appreciate the teachers
who took substitution classes in their absence. All in all, I would like to thank the whole Malpi family for
supporting us to make this trip a successful one.
Chirayu Sherchan (Grade IX)

SOMEWHERE IN HYDERABAD

H

yderabad, what a city it
was. Its people, places
and everything was just
memorable. Let me start by thanking
everyone: Principal sir, Pawan Sir,
and my fellow friends and bhais
for accompanying me in this trip to
Hyderabad. Yes, it was definitely fun
and it was a great exposure to each
one of us as we had never been to
such a conference before.
Visiting a new place has, had been
and will always be fun. I had never
been to Hyderabad before and I am
glad to visit such a technologically advanced city. So, for this let me thank the school for organizing this
expedition to Hyderabad. This has helped all of us a lot and I believe these kinds of experiences will help us
a lot to do well in life. This increases our confidence level, way of presentation, persuasive skills and our way
of speaking. Hence, I am thankful to everyone who was involved in the preparation of this event and I am
happy to be a part of this event.
There were obstacles on the way like Nishant Pokharel losing his luggage, him getting suspended twice from
the committee session and Sampurna bhai catching cold. But I still believe the trip was a great success.
After all, the problems were solved and we could enjoy it. I look forward to attend more of these conferences
after SEE and excelling in them. This was an expedition to remember and I hope to attend many of these
kinds of programs in the future.
Apurba Koirala (Grade X)

HYDERABAD EXPERIENCE

F

irst up, let me thank Principal Sir for organizing such a trip for us. If it weren’t for him then there
wouldn’t be a HMUN for us to attend. Pawan Sir is the one who worked the hardest to make this
trip a success and so did he. He was always had our back, waking us, making us sleep, calling OLA
and taking us around the city and back to the hotel. Retrieving suitcases from Jet Airways, listening to all
the things we had to say, even though it made sense or not. He was truly working hard to make this trip a
success and all that, only for our sake.

Going to Hyderabad was one of the best things
that my parents had decided for me, to participate
in. My parents were sure that Malpi would always
do the right thing and asking my parents was the
right thing. So, my parents were totally into it
because Harvard is organizing this event so it
is surely going to be very fruitful and educative.
Some of the Malpi-ites couldn’t sign up due to
some issues.
Going there was not a great story, it was boring
on the plane and my ears were hurting the whole
time while we were aboard. I liked the food in the
first plane; in the second plane I hated the food
and I didn’t eat it, as I was busy sleeping on the
tray. Jet Airways did a very sloppy job because
Nishant Pokharel Dai’s suitcase was misplaced or
let’s say the suitcase was sent away to Mumbai
instead of Hyderabad. The baggage was found
and we went back to the hotel that we were
staying in, but Pawan Sir faced a lot of difficulties
recovering the luggage.

All in all, the MUN experience was worth
remembering though, I was only recognized once, even though, my constant effort to be seen by the Chair. I
got to speak on the crisis and didn’t get to speak in any moderated or general speakers list. I eagerly wanted
to present more views and raise a motion but was not fortunate enough. I made a lot of friends, be it my
seniors or the kids of my age. I got to enquire a lot, things that were unknown to me, which this MUN has
taught me. This MUN has made me understand the true meaning of globalization. People from many parts
of the world had come to participate in this HMUN. Knowing about diversity is one thing but experiencing
it first hand, in such a large scale, is something that everyone should get a chance to try.
Aside from the MUN, we visited some places, and the most crowded place was Charminar. Well, give me a
break, it was Sunday and the most crowded place was Charminar, and also India’s Independence Day, so tell
me, what do you think happened? Yes, the place was totally packed. It was overcrowded with people; it was
like a fish market times twenty two. It was an experience but the people were swarming like ants in their
anthill. We even went to a museum in Hyderabad that had many things to do with the kings who had ruled
India in the past. The mall that we visited named Inorbit, one of the best things that could happen to us in
Hyderabad because the shopping mall was very big and had all the things that we had wished, to be there.
Coming back to Nepal, I was very excited, was waiting to meet my parents, wanting to tell them all about
the trip and was waiting to get back home and rest. It was all in fact a very, very tiring flight back to Nepal
but, it could be managed. Thank god, Nishant Pokharel Dai’s luggage didn’t ship somewhere else this time.
So, this is our trip, summarized and these are all the things that we had done as well as our faculty advisors
(as said in HMUN) did for us. Hope this contains all the things that you are willing to know.
Amogh Poudel (Grade IX)

TEACHERS VERSUS STUDENTS: FRIENDLY MATCH

W

e had a cricket match against a formidable side of the teachers who had a well-balanced side. They played
very well, whereas we did not play according to our potential. In the toss, the teachers won the toss and
elected to bat first. We were underestimating the ability of the teachers so the start of the match did not
go well. The teachers were in the driver’s seat for almost the whole match. We could not restrict them to a small total.
The teachers gave us a target of mammoth total 106 runs from a merely 72 balls. 106 wasn’t a difficult target to chase.
We opened very well losing 1 wicket at the 3rd over scoring more than 40 runs. The spinning spell of the teachers team
was too good for us to play as the pitch was favorable for spin bowling. After the end of Tenpa Sir’s and TNL Sir’s 6
over spell, our score was 53 for 5. We lost some important batsmen which included Prakrit, Aryan, Ganesh and us. Our
middle order collapsed and we couldn’t utilize the middle overs. The teachers were victorious by 9 runs. After the game,
we all apologized to each other for a bad performance. The team looked upon us and we let them down.
Our mistake was that we neglected the middle overs. We learned a lot from this game. Now, we students would like to
play another game of teachers versus students formally and show everyone what we are capable of. From this match, our
team has learnt a lesson that is to never underestimate anyone in any activities. It was an eye opener for many of us.
Apurba Koirala and Aaryan Shrestha

RCCC INDOOR CUP

M

alpi’s Cricket Team reached the semi-finals of a cricket tournament
for the first time in the history of Malpi and I am very proud to be
a part of the team. I am the vice-captain of the team, so I carry a
lot of responsibiloties. I was able to play great as a batsman but I was not able
to play good as a bowler. After the match was over I was rewarded as the best
batsman of the tournament with 158 runs. I had taken 7 wickets during the
match but the sad thing was we lost the match, I wished we would have won the
match instead of me getting these rewards. As a vice-captain, I am really proud
of the team. From our team Mandip, Aaryan, Shubham also got the man of the
match awards. They played extremely well as well. We’ve made history and now
with the announcement of U-16 Pokhara Premier League, I am looking forward
to it and I hope that one of the team selects me and also other Malpi-ites who
are looking forward to it so that we could make a mark during that tournament
as well. Last but not the least, thank you Principal Sir for giving us this grand
opportunity by letting the cricket team play this tournament.
Prakrit Poudel

CRICKET TOURNAMENT

A

fter years of hard work, we were finally able to write our names in the history books of Malpi. We were the first
Cricket Team to reach the Semi-Final round in any tournament. This tournament meant a lot for us all. After
all that hard work, dedication and perseverance, the time had come to show the people how good we were. We
won three matches out of four to qualify for the quarter finals and lost with the champions DAV. With the match with
S.T Xavier’s the match was going 50-50 and both the teams were doing great. But after their wicket started going down
one by one, we turned the tides on our side.
It was a great experience and a good platform to showcase our talents. Our schools practice was up to the mark but I
think due to our mental status or pressure handling we won the game and lost the game as well. I would finally like to
thank the school, TNL Sir, and the sports department for preparing us and letting us participate in this tournament.
Salon Shrestha

FCUBE CINEMA

F

or our Educational
Excursion, Grade VI
had gone to FCube
Cinema of the KL Tower. The
FCUBE Cinema’s Chairman
is my father, so, I suggested BT
sir and Sony Ma’am to take us
there. We got complementary
popcorns of three different
flavors: caramel, chocolate
and strawberry. We saw how
a movie is shown, how the
servers work, how AC and the coolers work. We also saw a 3d movie called Alpha for about 5 minutes and
saw how the 3d glass works. We were very happy to go to the FCUBE Cinemas. We also went to Boudha
Stupa and Pashupatinath.
Souryan Shrestha (Grade VI)

VISIT TO PASHUPATINATH

F

or our Educational Excursion, we visited Fcube cinemas and Pashupatinath temple. After
having lunch, we decided to visit Pashupatinath. We stopped the bus and started to walk towards
Pashupatinath.. We went and saw people searching for rings in the river and surfing in foams. We
also met a hermit. They were looking very colorful as they were full of “abhir” in their face. We all were
happy to go there because it was the first time of many of my mates visiting Pashupatinath.
Abhishek Krishna Shrestha (Grade VI)

EDUCATIONAL EXCURSION

O

n Friday, 24th August, 2018, we had the Digital Educational Excursion and we had planned to
go to KL Tower’s FCUBE Cinemas and Boudhanath. First we woke up at 5:00 am, had an early
breakfast in the bus itself and left school. We arrived at Kathmandu’s KL Tower at 8:00. We went
up from the elevator. When we reached, we watched some trailers of Fantastic Beasts, Harry Potter, Alpha,
Chakka Panja 3, etc. We got complimentary popcorns of three different flavors with juices because the KL
Tower belonged to Souryan’s parents. I got caramel flavored popcorns. After a while, we went to see how
movies are projected through a server in three groups. Then we went to the movie hall to see a 3D movie
called Alpha for a while. We could not see the whole movie but we learnt how 3D glasses work. Then we came
out of the hall and went to Boudhanath Stupa. Gyan Lal Sir briefed us a little about Tibetan Buddhism. We
went around it, meditated and clicked some photos and gathered a lot of information. After the meditation,
we went to the Gumba next to it. We took blessings from the people and left Boudha happily with brochures.
We went to look for a place to park the bus for lunch and we unexpectedly were allocated to Pashupatinath.
We ate our lunch, went to Pashupatinath and saw dead bodies being burnt and their ashes were released
in the Bagmati River. We also saw Jogis. We had our snacks and quickly returned to school at around 3:30
pm. It was a great excursion. The theme was Digital Technology and E-learning but it became Digital
Technology and Religious Heritage Sites of Nepal. This is my best excursion dill date.
Bishwo Jeet Bista (Grade VI)

EDUCATION EXCURSION

T

his week Grade IV, V and VI went for their educational excursion. Grade VI went to KL Tower,
FCUBE cinema, Boudhanath Stupa and Pashupatinath Temple. Grade IV and V went to Naulo
restaurant and a museum. We went to the Naulo restaurant first. We had got complementary
ice-cream. We saw 2 robots there and one was named Ginger. We also talked with the engineer of the
robots. After that we also went to the museum, but I liked going to Naulo restaurant. This was my favorite
Educational Excursion.
Neir Amatya (Grade IV)

EDUCATIONAL EXCURSION EXPERIENCE

E

very PPE, all the Grades
have their Educational
Excursion. Malpi, being a
school with a difference, it believes
in holistic education and experiential
learning. So according to our themes,
we visit those places to experience
it ourselves, so that it becomes a
memory and remains with us forever.
The theme of Grade VII was “Kings
and The Rana Rulers of the Past”. We visited many places such as Shahid Gate, Narayanhiti palace, Ghanta
Ghar, Rani Pokhari, Bagh Bhairav, Durbar High School and Chovar. We had a lot to know so we set off
early. We departed from school at around 8 o’clock. The teachers accompanying us were Harish sir, Sama
ma’am, Gyan lal sir and Gagan sir. On the way, Gyan lal sir gave us the background of the places we were
to visit so that it’s more informative when we would see it. First we went to Narayanhity palace located
in Durbarmarg, which long served as residence and principal workplace of the reigning Monarch of the
Kingdom to Nepal. It was really huge, beautiful and just amazing. We had our lunch in the garden. We saw
the other destinations from our bus. Then we made our way to Chovar. We saw the place where Manjushri
had sliced the hills to let the river flow away from Kathmandu valley. After that we went to Bagh Bhairav.
Bagh Bhairav temple is one of the oldest monuments in Kirtipur. It is known for the guardian God, Bhairav
in form of a tiger. Gyan Lal sir told us the tales behind those places. WE were astounded to hear how these
places were formed. This was an expedition to remember.
Binisha Tamrakar (Grade VIII)

EXPERIENCE OF EDUCATIONAL EXCURSION

F

or our 3rd Educational Excursion, we the students of Grade IX visited DCN (Digital Cinema
Nepal) and Islington College. We got this golden opportunity to Visit DCN because the Executive
Chairman of DCN is non-other than the parent of our ex-student “Ankit Sharma” (former Head
Boy of the 7th batch). His name was “Ashok Sharma”. We were very fortunate to visit such a place like DCN
because it was established by the Nepal Cinema Industry which is one of the biggest industries of Cinema in
Nepal. Over there, we were taught the procedure of making a movie. They also told us that the Nepali style
of producing movies varied from the Hollywood style of producing movies.
First, they would take random shots with a camera (Silicon Imaging 2K) first of its kind in Nepal which was
also brought by DCN in Nepal. All the shots would be recorded in a chip. Then the chip would be sent for
editing. We were even taught to edit videos. Then the chip would be sent to the compilation room, where the
shots would be kept in order. Then they encrypt the videos. After that, they send it to different cinemas. DCN

has a policy with the other
cinemas that they have
an agreement for the time
being of their movies to be
shown in the cinemas. After
the time is finished, the
cinemas are not allowed to
show their movies anymore.
But cinemas can lengthen
the time if they want. Mr.
Ashok Sharma also talked to
us about how he had the idea
of starting DCN and how
he was inspired to start the
company. He even encouraged some of us to be future actors, actress because the scope has increased for
young actors and actresses. I think it was really fruitful for us to learn about the Digital Cinema of Nepal.
After that, we had our lunch and we went to visit Islington College. Islington College is an educational
institute in Nepal. It was established in 1997 as a regular franchisee of Singapore main-board listed
Informatics Education Limited (IEL). The college directly partners with London Metropolitan University
(London Met) to deliver their bachelor’s degrees in Computing; Computer Networking & IT Security and
Multimedia Technologies programs for in-country provision. Courses of Masters and Bachelors are taught
in Islington. There are 3 semesters for each course. And each semester costs 12 lakhs which is very expensive
for our country. In this college, we can also acquire scholarship if we are playing sports and representing
our nation in any international tournament or competition. But after getting scholarship, we should also be
able to maintain it; otherwise another student will be given the exquisite chance for Scholarship. The rooms
of the college were also named after the cities of The UK. After a tour of the college, we went back to our
buses and returned to our school.
I would like to acknowledge our dear Principal Sir for organizing this trip for us, and the teachers who
accompanied us and took care of us. I would also like to recognize the chef Dais for cooking such delicious
food for us. And lastly, I would like to show appreciation to the Malpi Faculty for making this trip an
effectual and edifying one for us.
Chirayu Sherchan (Grade IX)

NAULO RESTAURANT

I

was so excited to go to Narayanhiti Museum and Naulo
Restaurant. It was fun at Naulo restaurant. We went to
Naulo from bus. In Naulo restaurant there were 3 robots.
In Narayanhiti Museum, there were many interesting things.
Naulo restaurant and Narayanhiti Museum were located in the
same place called Durbar Marg. It was so much fun going there.
I loved the food and all the facilities we were given during our
Educational Excursion.
Rishab Raj Yadav (Grade V)

MERIT LIST PARTY

M

erit list is something which is very unique in our School. Students who have good effort, conduct
and even good Grades in everything are included in Merit List. We need to do well in Phy- Ex,
CSL, in the Residency and the most importantly, in our studies. We had the Merit List Party
on Monday, 3rd September, 2018. The students who came in the merit list the last PPE got special lunch.
Not only the Merit List students, but the Cricket Team and the Basketball Inters Team were invited as
they had worked really hard. We enjoyed it thoroughly. We are proud to be in the Merit List. We had special
lunch and dance after dinner. Both the Conduct List and the Merit List students danced together in the MP
Hall. Everyone enjoyed it a lot. The songs that were being played were so good that everyone got excited
and started dancing. We had so much fun. We really appreciate our Principal Sir for always thinking about
our happiness. The Merit and Conduct list is not an easy thing to earn. We need to make our teachers and
parents proud of us. Being an Academic Deputy Minister makes me really proud. I want everyone to do
good, our parents has expected from us. If a student cannot come in the merit list, then he/she should at
least try to come in the conduct list. Everything is important. Our School’s philosophy is unique and we feel
really comfortable in this way.
Preeti Shah (Grade IX)

CONDUCT LIST PARTY

T

his week, we had a party for the Conduct List students and I had lots of fun during the party. The
party was after dinner so, not much food was provided. At the beginning of the party, we were told
to dance with each other amongst the boys. After that popcorn and juice, bun with mayonnaise and
egg was served. After all the food, we were again told to dance, but this time with the girls, which I was not
quite looking forward for at that time, but everyone said that it would be fun if we danced together. I felt
awkward, even though, I was having fun to dance with the girls, so I just danced with the boys of my Grade,
even though dancing is not my type of activity. Only on a special occasion, I dance, otherwise, I am well away
from dancing. We were also given cold candy bars as dessert. In this party I had lots of fun and I am looking
forward for this kind of party again, not just because of the food, it’s because we all had a lot of fun and in
these parties all of us gets to know who the better dancer is.
Sophil Sthapit (Grade IX)

A WEEK IN THE LIFE OF TLK RESIDENCY

T

his week has proved to be eventful in one way the other. As the days are passing by, so are the
joyous moments that are spent in the Residency. Every week proves to have a different story than
before, with many stories which everyone has to tell. This week has carried many stories which
needs to be retold and shared, and it is bound to be interesting. Firstly, we would like to thank our Residency
Parents for being there for us, guiding us and facilitating throughout this week. Not only this week, but
they have been there for us throughout this year. We would also like to thank our seniors for showing us
the right path, whatever they are doing we assure that they are doing it so we do not fall into bad habits,
which are likely to destroy our lives. Now getting back to the topic, this week has proved to be busier, but
as busier we get, the more stories we have. Recently, we were briefed by Tenpa Sir about the importance
of Physical Excellence. One of the highlights related to the topic is the upcoming Futsal tournament; it as
specially organized by our Residency Parents to make us play games in a fun way. Another highlight quite
mentioning is the process of writing journals every day after our homework is finished, this has been a great
way of exercising our English and a great way to keep ourselves busy. It is also a great way to improve our
handwriting. These events have made this week quite memorable, with our teachers helping us in different
fields of the Residency.
Shranav Sakha (Grade IX)

ST. XAVIER 6 ‘A’ SIDE FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT

O

n Saturday, students of Grade IX and Xtook part in the
Fr. Shocke 6-a-Side Tournament at St. Xavier School
in Jawalakhel. We had 3 teams in our pool. They were
Shuvatara and St. Xavier. Our first match was against St. Xavier B
and we won 2-0 and both the goals were scored by was Norden Bista.
The second match was against Shuvatara, which ended 0-0. We had
a match against Excelsior after lunch. We got a lot of chances to
score, a chance to reach to the finals but unfortunately we lost in the
penalties. We were all sad but quickly got over it because winning
and losing is a part of a game.
Arnav Sharma (Grade IX)

GYAN CARNIVAL BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT

W

ell, this was my second time participating in Gyan
Carnival, this time too I learned a lot of things from this
Inter-school tournament. I learned that losing is not the
end of everything. We won the first match with LRI but lost the
second match with Reliance as they were the Defending Champions
of Gyan Carnival 2017, but we lost with just a single 3 Pointer. After
that, we won the third match with Swopna Batika and the fourth
match was with Innovative which we lost with a vast difference.
Our team was captained by Asmi. Although we lost, it increased
our friendship. Before Gyan Carnival, we never thought that we
could actually be this close but, after this tournament not only the
girls but the boys were also getting closer to each other. Basketball
has taught me that winning and losing is a part of game and not a
matter of life and death. We all have realized that this match was not
the last match of our life; we still have many more games to play. At
last, on behalf of the entire basketball team, let me thank the most
caring Principal for letting us grab this wonderful opportunity.
Pashang Choky Lama (Grade IX)

GYAN CARNIVAL

E

very year, Malpi has been participating in Inter School
events and this year we participated in an event called
“Gyan Carnival”. This event is organized by Gyanodaya
Bal Batika School. It is hosted in the school itself. This event focuses
mainly in football and basketball. Basketball and football used to be
together but this time basketball was held early. I was also one of
the players from our school team. I was really nervous as it was my
first time playing against another school teams. Saran coach came
every Tuesdays and Wednesdays to coach us for the event. He came
a month before and started to coach us. Our captain Lhamo Kyap
Dai, was always motivating us. The players from our team were
Lhamo Kyap Dai, Nishant Tandukar Dai, Umang Dai, Abhash Dai,

Kalsang Dai, Sampanna Dai, Shreejit Dai, Dhawa, Sujal, Season and Sanju including me. We were really
serious about the matches. Our first match was with Kathmandu Xavier’s. As it was our first match, many
of us got nervous and we started attempting fouls. So because of too many fouls, we lost the match. We lost
with 10 points. The score was 31 -41. We were really disappointed with ourselves. Then the next day also
we had match with Gyan Niketan. It was also really tough with them. I also got to play that day. But I got
nervous. It was our final match if we didn’t win. We would be knocked out. And sadly we lost with them with
only 6 points. The score was 13-19. We were not ashamed or disappointed but instead we learned lots of
things. We admitted that winning and losing is a part of the game. I was kind of disappointed with myself
because I couldn’t prove myself a worthy player to anyone there. Although we were knocked out, the girls
won the match and were qualified to the quarter finals. But, unfortunately they also lost in the quarter final
match. At last winning and losing is all part of the game. And the 16th batch has taken promise that they
will be prepared for next year’s Gyan Carnival.
Pravash Chuke (Grade IX)

GYAN BASKETBALL TOURNATMENT

O

n the 5th of September, the matches for the Gyan Carnival, for the basketball category started. We
had our first match with LRI School and we won. The next match was on Thursday; it was with
Reliance School. The match was really challenging and we all gave our best, but unfortunately we
lost the match. Then, our next match was with Swopna Batika School, they were also hard to defeat, but
somehow, we managed to beat them with 5 points. We had a break for a day. Then on Sunday, we had a
match with Innovative School which we lost. They were a tough team to defeat. We gave our best in all the
matches but unfortunately we didn’t go through the entire tournament. I’m satisfied with how we performed
because I was the only 9th grader in the school team. Though we didn’t win the tournament, I’m still happy
that we learned plenty of new things and recognized our weaknesses as well. Lastly, I would like to thank
Principal Sir for giving us this opportunity to play in the Gyan Carnival.
Riya Shakya (Grade IX)

BADMINTON ALL CATEGORIES

D

uring our 3rd PPE, we successfully managed to host the Inter-House Badminton Tournament
of all categories ranging from the juniors to the seniors, and finish it in time before the Phy-Ex
preparations. For this time, there were no tie sheets as the rules were different. The participants
had to play on one of the two categories: doubles or singles. In singles, only a single participant could play
from a house, meaning that in total there were three participants from a house and the other two had to
go for doubles. In the seniors’ category, then ninth and the tenth Graders had to play in unison, in inters’
category the seventh and eight played together and the remaining else, are the juniors who also took part
in this tournament. In totality, everyone enjoyed it and played with the best of their ability. In the seniors’
category, Ujjwol Aryal won in the singles putting Saswot S. Shrestha on the 2nd position followed by Abhi
being third, defeating Rishav Kumar Joshi. Again in the seniors’ doubles category Lumbini won with Akash
and Alish defeating Khumbu to attain the 2nd position with Prashant and Suddat. For the 3rd place, I
myself (Saras) and Apurba took the position defeating Sarthak and Shreejit (Janakpur). Regarding the
junior’s singles, Ayushman (Janakpur) won, putting Advay (Mustang) at second and ultimately leaving
Sabal (Khumbu) and Karma (Lumbini), third and fourth respectively. Finally, Lumbini came out first at the
junior’s doubles with Bibis and Shubham on their side. The second place was taken by Janakpur (Sarthak/
Shreyash S.), third place by Khumbu (Aashwat/ Shreyash T.) and at fourth place was Mustang (Suyash/
Aryaman). These are most of the results of the badminton tournament of all categories (the more important
ones). Nevertheless, everyone played well, with enjoyment and that is the key thing to always remember
whilst playing any sort of sport.
Saras Pradhan (Grade IX)

INTER-HOUSE BADMINTON TOURNAMENT

W

e had the finals and the 3rd place matches for the singles and
doubles of the Inter-House Badminton Tournament of the
junior girls. We all were excited when this tournament had
started. The preparatory matches ended before we knew, all the matches
were over we were about to begin the finals. Lumbini and Mustang
were the finalists in the singles category. Yanna Raut secured the first
position, representing Mustang house. The finalists for the doubles
category were: Lumbini and Mustang house yet again. Tapashree KC
and Bibhuti Shah won the finals from the doubles category, who were
representing Lumbini house. The Inter House badminton tournament
came to an end and everyone happy that they got to take part in the
tournament
Nayome Subba (Junior Block)

BADMINTON

T

here are different types of sports played all around the world.
Sports like football, volleyball, badminton and many more.
Badminton is one of the popular sports played all over the
world. It is played with two rackets and a shuttlecock. In this game,
the shuttlecock is passed on from one side to the other with the help
of the rackets. This sport can be played with multiple players. Malpi
holds Inter-house badminton tournaments too. We had ours and it went
great. We are all thankful to Principal Sir and the sports department
for organizing these activities. It helps us a lot in our social life and also
helps us develop our teamwork as well.
Evana Shrestha (Grade VIII)

SWIMMING COMPETITION

W

e had the Inter-House swimming competitions. It was a lot
tougher than we expected. Everyone gave their best. We
delayed the swimming competition because there were some
harmful chemicals inside the pool. So, all the water had to be drained and
refilled. I am very excited because if a student wins a match, they might
have the opportunity to go to an international swimming competition
in the future. The inter-house swimming competition result are given
below:

Strokes

1st place

2nd place

3rd place

Freestyle

Akash Chaudary

Sarthak Shrestha Dorje Ghale

Backstroke

Akash Chaudary

Norden Bista

Breaststroke

Sarthak Shrestha

Shubham Gautam Dorje Ghale

Butterfly Stroke

Akash Chaudary

Shreejit Poudyal

Prashant Lama
Norden Bista

Akash Chaudary (Grade X)

FOOTBALL COACHING

F

or some people football is life. They choose it as their passion. Some set football as their aim in life.
They give their best in football. They are motivated about the game. The students are serious about
football, so our school has given them the opportunity of football coaching. Malpi is a school with a
difference, so, we have coaching. Due to this coaching we are well trained. All the interested ones in football
come with full interest and passion. Soon, Gyan Carnival tournament will come. So, everyone in school team
are really into practicing. They are very happy and are training to win the Gyan Carnival. During coaching,
all the people are being trained to be fit. Hope the coaching continues to be serious and we will be able to
win the Gyan Carnival.
Lakshya Shrestha (Grade IX)

PHY-EX

I

love to play games in Malpi. My favorite game is basketball. I used to like football but now I have
started taking interest in basketball after coming to this school. I always play basketball during my
games time. In Malpi, Phy-Ex is used instead of saying drill. I don’t like table tennis but most of
my friends like it. I am learning basketball from my friends, and I receive coaching every Tuesdays and
Wednesdays. The coaching is really helping me in basketball. I have a dream to be in the Malpi basketball
team just like Sujal Dai and Pravash Dai. They are very good basketball players. I hope Malpi will make
my dream come true.
Aradhya Thapa

BASKETBALL COACHING

W

e have basketball coaching every week. Saran coach gives us coaching every Tuesdays and
Wednesdays. He is a very good coach. This week we were learning about Lay-up and Scoring.
These are the basics of this sport. I love to play basketball. I want to be tall and a good basketball
player, so I took interest in it. I would like to thank Saran coach for giving us the coaching. I hope that I will
become a good basketball player.
Kunjan Kharel

TABLE TENNIS

W

hen I came here in Malpi, I did not know how to play table tennis. While learning table tennis
I got interested in it. I started learning table tennis for a month. I got very good after that
and started playing it with my friends. I was shocked that I became the best player. I started
participating in many tournaments and I come first most of the time. I am very happy that I can play table
tennis now.
Sangay Thinley Gurung

BASKETBALL COACHING

P

rincipal Sir had stated that the senior boys’ basketball school team is not well prepared but it had
potential. So he requested Saran coach, who used to be our previous basketball coach as well as our
EPH teacher, to coach us again. Now he is available every Tuesday and Wednesday only. We lost
the Gyan Carnival and from that defeat we have learnt a big lesson from it. We have been doing whatever it
takes to improve our fitness. We have been practicing for the next Gyan Carnival.
Even when Saran coach isn’t here, we practice alone and do the drills taught by the coach. We don’t want to
disappoint Saran coach anymore. Even if we don’t win, we will try our best to win the hearts of the audience.
I will give my best for the team and I hope that everybody does the same.
Pravash Chuke (Grade IX)

CHILDREN’S DAY

O

n Friday, we celebrated Children’s
Day and it was a very fun program.
There were a variety of things
including dances, skits, games and other
things all done by teachers. I really liked
three programs and they were the dance of the
Jokers, teachers and the poem of Harish Sir.
The teacher’s dance was funny and I really
appreciate some of the teachers who gave
their 100%. The dance of the Jokers was also
great. The backflips, dances and all the minor
things were extremely eye-catching, and the
best program in my opinion was the funny,
amusing and mind blowing poem of Harish Sir,
“Title Nabhayeko Poem”. He cracked jokes in
the beginning which were hilarious, but at last
he presented and ended it so well, that I got
shocked. I really enjoyed the Children’s day
program and I would like to thank everyone
especially the teachers for doing so much for
us.
Prithu Mainali

CHILDREN’S DAY

O

ur Children’s day was quite a
memorable day. During our GRF
prep, our GRF wished us a happy
children’s day. After a while we were called
to the MP Hall, where a visitor from Taiwan
named Angela Chen, briefed us about Alpacas,
an animal, and most importantly the World’s
Scholar Champions Cup (WSC) which is
conducted every year in some of the most
renowned cities in the globe. She even told us
that we could even get our very own Alpacas
if we take part in the WSC. She said that the
next program was being held in Sydney. We
were even notified that the selection round was
taking place in Kathmandu itself. She said
that we could take part in our own likings, like
fine arts, creative writing or even debate with
each other.
After the introduction was over, we were
asked to return to our own grade rooms and
we stayed there until lunch. We had special

lunch which we ate in the Basketball court, which
was mouthwatering. Then we headed towards the
MP Hall again for another program in which the
teachers and some of the students from grade
10 boasted their talents. The teachers put up a
great show. But I personally enjoyed Harish sir’s
poem as well as Prashjeev Dai’s dance with some
of the grade 10 Dais; his back flip was really eyecatching. I think that the most interesting show
that the teachers put was of Arjun sir, Suman sir
and Sitaram sir and the band of TNL sir, who
played “Born to be Wild”. All the programs were
very entertaining at the end of the day instead of
having prep we had A.V so everything was great. I
hope to experience programs like these more often
in Malpi.
Sofian Rania (Grade IX)

WHAT A GREAT DAY

W

ell! I woke with a tiny ray of sunlight
passing through the window and sweet
humming of the birds. I woke up with
a big smile across my face thinking how the day
would go as it was Children’s day. I was really
happy, until we got the bad news. Unfortunately,
we were attending the class wearing our school
uniform, which was pretty surprising as for the
past year we had to attend the school wearing our
casual dress. We had normal classes till lunch.
After that, we had a special guest who was Angela
Chen. She was a great inspiration to many of the
students. Then we had the teachers performing.
It was great because everybody gave their 100%.
I am very grateful to the teachers for putting up
such an amazing show for us. Well, all in all, it
was a show to be remembered throughout my life
in Malpi.
Kasin Lama

MISS ANGELA COMES TO MALPI WITH ALPACAS

O

n the occasion of children’s day a woman with cheerful voice and face had come all the way from
Taiwan. I didn’t know who she was until she introduced herself as Miss Angela Chen. She had come
with a very odd looking creature (doll) which I had no idea about. She told us it was an Alpaca from
Kuala Lumpur Tower. She told there were debates on superheroes, alpaca, movies and all sorts of things
you would want to debate on besides math and science. I want to go to Kuala Lumpur Tower, participate in
a debate and get a whole stack of Alpacas by the time I pass out. I was very much inspired by the way she
presented and spoke in a very good manner.
Souryan Shrestha

ANGELA CHEN

W

e had a special visitor from Taiwan, her name was
Angela Chen. She visited our School on the day of
Children’s Day. Wow! What a personality she had, I
was totally amazed. She was so confident and sounded smart. She
introduced us to the Mascot of World Scholar’s Cup - the Alpaca.
She said that she was a part of the World Scholars Champions Cup
(WSC), but now she was the Representative. She made it sound so
simple, her introduction part was awesome. We were all fascinated
by her. She told us that the next Championship was going to be held
in Sydney, and the previous one was held in Kuala Lumpur.

We were shown a short video introducing the WSC Programme She
let us know that we could choose any topic we are interested in, like
fine arts, creative writing, debating and many more. I am into fine
arts so I was mostly interested in the fine arts. She said that we could get our very own alpacas if we took
part in the programs. She gave us every detail of the Championships. I came to know that she joined WSC
because she was asked to join WSC by one of her friend Josh, when she was in 8th grade. It must have been
so much for her joining a championship in that age.
Sophil Sthapit (Grade IX)

WINNING THE NEPALI DEBATE COMPETITION

W

ell, the heat was on about the Nepali Debate from Grades VII to X. We had our First Round
where the students from each Grade had to participate. 15 students were selected and I was one
of them. Then, there were eight students selected for the Final Round. We then, had our Finals
on Tuesday 4th September. Our topic was, “Is Internet Good or Bad”. I had to speak about the demerits of
Internet. I gave my best. My competitors were tough, but I did not give up. I was very nervous and my feet
were trembling but somehow I spoke. As the debate came to an end, the winners were announced. Securing
3rd position was Reeti Rijal, on the 2nd position was Binisha Tamarakar and winner of the competition was
me. I was really happy that I had won!
Yurika Shrestha (Grade VIII)

NEPALI DEBATE

W

ith the very controversial topic of the 21st Century Nepali Debate, it might be one of the most
understanding and comprehensive debates. It was an obligation to show my support to my
friends. I am very happy for Abhishek Roy, Samriddhi Nepal, Prashant Lama and Shreejit
Poudyal for their continuous effort to strive for the best. Everybody performed with their full potential and
capacity. The language and the points that they presented were one of the first of their kind. The Nepali
Debate was absolutely amazing. I would like to congratulate the Nepali department, for their enduring effort
to make this event an immense success. I saw
how my peers could be a great orator, this is
my belief that all my peers are open and their
benevolence makes wonderful people. They
have the traits that defines their uniqueness.
In conclusion, this is the way that the oratory
and expressive events can get leverage and
become a cornerstone of Malpi culture and
practices.
Nishant Pokharel (Grade X)

MATHS OLYMPIAD

M

ath Olympiad is the category of opposition that helps to test and develop our intelligence. Math
Olympiad is a program that is being organized by the school since it started. It was organized
when our students were participating in the Interschool Gyan carnival Basketball Tournament.
We 9th graders, found it a bit tough because it was beyond our level. The questions were of 1 mark each and
there were a total of 10 questions. Even the audiences were allowed to answer the question. Math Olympiad
was a very challenging and fun activity for us. We had a great experience in the Math Olympiad. Those who
scored the same marks had a re-test. Overall this program was fun and successful. This has improved our
mathematics and we hope we will have more of these in the future.

Results of the Maths Olympiad Grade X
Winners: MUSTANG
Ejen Prajapati, Tenzing Lhamu Ghale, Apurba Koirala, Norden Bista, Shreyashi Maharjan
Runner-Up: Janakpur
Shreejet Poudyal, Aryan Shrestha, Sampanna Maharjan, Sakitya Roy, Asmi Rajbhandari

Results of the Maths Olympiad Grade IX
Winners: KHUMBU
Prabhash Chuke, Sandip Mourya, Kritika Shakya, Kundan Kumar Shah, Yuliva Shrestha
Runner-Up: Janakpur
Abhi Karki, Sarthak Shrestha, Shreegoun Shah, Rishek Kharel, Sujita Verma
Rishek Kharel (Grade IX)

ELLA, OUR NEW FRIEND

T

here is a new student in our grade room and her name is Ella Jackson. She came from Australia
for a year. She has a sister who is also studying here, who is in Grade V and her name is Bonnie
Jackson. They are having fun in Malpi. She is also doing well in Malpi. She came here in Malpi
because her mother got a job in Nepal. She exactly came here on Monday, 20th August. We are very fortunate
to have them with us.
Syabrina Gurung (Grade VII)

AUDITIONS

W

e had our audition for our Annual School Play “Doctor Zhivago”. While we had our audition,
it made me feel like as if I was giving an audition for something bigger. Everyone was well
prepared for their audition. Everybody were memorizing their scripts and were practicing with
all their effort. I heard that everyone gave their best. Everyone was hoping to get the role which they
auditioned for. Our confidence level increased after giving the audition. Lastly, we hope that whatever cast
we get, the play must be a grand success.
We the students of grade X are really excited for the upcoming play, Doctor Zhivago. It is a unique play and
normally all of us are going to experience new things and are going to see new talents of everyone. Nearly
everyone has watched the movie and everyone is looking forward to take part in this year’s Annual School
Play. Everyone is looking forward to their own roles in the play and are getting really excited for the play
and they are willing to practice anytime to impress their parents and the guests. We will also give our best to
make this play a grand success. Lastly, I would like to say that we expect very high from each other. We have
already done great in other programs and I am hoping that we will excel in this play as well.
Angelina Lama (Grade X)

TEEJ CELEBRATION

T

eej is one of the
main festivals
of

Hindu

people. This festival is
mostly

celebrated

by

Brahmins and Chhetris.
Female individuals fast
for

their

husbands,

wishing for their long
life. Malpi celebrated
Teej on 29th of August.
At the beginning of the
program, we watched some Teej dance and then we started to dance on our own. I danced a lot with my
friends. All the female teachers were dressed in red. It was so much fun. While the juniors had gone to the
cafeteria for snacks, inters and the seniors danced in English songs which was extravagant. After the juniors
had their snacks, then it was our turn to have snacks, which was delicious. We were served delicious Burger,
French-fries and juice. Yum! It was mouthwatering. After the meal, we went back to our Residency to have
a good sleep. It was very fun, all of us enjoyed it. I would lastly like to thank Principal Sir for letting us
celebrate this day by dancing, singing and a great feast.
Shaheen Khan

TEEJ

T

eej is celebrated once a year, on 12th of September. On this day, women fast according to their
religion. This is usually done by the Hindus. On this auspicious day, women wear red dress with
red bangles and all. In Malpi, we also celebrated Teej. For me, this year’s Teej was probably the

best Teej in Malpi. The lady teachers and girls from grade 4-10 were present in the MP hall to celebrate
together. All the girls were dancing to the songs that were played. About an hour later, we had snacks. We
really enjoyed this day all thanks to the principal for this great celebration.
Shrena Sherchan (Grade IX)

HAPPY STAYING IN MALPI

H

i! I am Bonnie Jackson. I came from Australia to Malpi as an exchange student. This is my first
time in Nepal and in Nepal, I live in Dhulikhel. Actually, I came here with my parents and my
family. My family members include my dad, my mom, my sister and me myself. I am ten years

old. My sister also studies in Malpi. My sister’s name is Ella Jackson. She studies in the Seventh Grade.
My father is a farmer; my mother is a planner that means she is a designer also an architect. I made lots of
friends and even enjoyed my first week in Malpi. I learnt many things, I got to know most of the teacher’s
names and the teachers are very polite and caring. Here everyone becomes a friend. I learned a bit of Nepali
here, which was kind of challenging but I managed to learn a few words somehow. I have learnt basketball
more than before. I am happy to be a part of Malpi family.
Bonnie Jackson (Grade VII)

FLYING DRONE WITH CHAIRMAN SIR

T

oday with Chairman Sir, we flew a drone. Everyone
who knew how to fly a drone took turns to fly the
drone. It was very fun flying the drone. It was a whole
new experience flying a drone in a huge soccer field of Malpi. It
was open for all. I think Sohan flew the best from all of us. He
was an expert. I would like to appreciate him for a wonderful
flight. I would like to thank our Chairman, Mr. Deepak Man
Sherchan for bringing a drone and giving us the opportunity
to fly the drone.
Bishwo Jeet Bista

SUNDAYS

O

n Sundays, we have holidays and we relax in the Residency. We are free with our Residency Parents
and In-Charge. We have ample of leisure, we receive our weekly tucks and we have a lot of fun
things. First we have our favorite thing of the week, Late Rising! Then we have breakfast and
coaching. Then we wash up, and go for swimming. Afterwards we come and get ready for lunch. After lunch
the fun begins. We have nap and Grade VI and then we have internet time. Then, we have leisure which we
all love. After leisure, we have snacks. After snacks, tucks and then prep time. If we behave well enough, we
get tabs till dinner and if not our prep time is extended. I love Sundays. Sundays are a day to forget all bad
memories of the past and start a new chapter which is clean and nice and good.
Ronish Shrestha

VALUE EDUCATION CLASSES

V

ED is now a new subject being taught to us by Niraj Sir and it is fun to learn. It teaches us about
the moral values and responsibilities we have. In our previous class we were taught about a girl who
realizes mistake because who got angry because she was watching late night serial and her brother
was preparing for an entrance exam. So, her parents told her to switch it off and she got angry. It teaches us
the moral duties of us towards our community, parents and friends. It is an interesting subject and I hope
to learn more from it.
Gyatso Lama (Grade VII)

BOOK READING

W

e have our book reading time every day. We have it before the curfew time. Our dorm captain
makes sure that we read books, as it is very important for all the growing children like us. It
helps to improve our vocabulary. I think reading is very important. I am reading a book called
‘The Magic finger’ by Roald Dahl. And it is really interesting to read. Even though, it’s fictional, it is really
good for kids like me.
Singhee Gurung

SWIMMING RELAY
This week, we started the Swimming Relay practices for PhyEx 2018. Four students from each house will
be participating. The first swimmer will have to swim the length of the pool in Freestyle. The second and the
third swimmer will have to complete the length in Breaststroke. The final swimmer will have to finish the
relay in Freestyle. I have been selected as one of the team members from Janakpur House. I will be doing
the Freestyle. Each practice session has made me better. Looking forward to Janakpur winning this relay!
Sarthak Thapa (Grade VI)

MALPI MY SCHOOL - MY PERSPECTIVE

A

ccording to my perspective, Malpi is quite broad in terms of its teachings, academic excellence,
infra-structures, E-Learning, et cetera. It is, truly a School with a difference with several beneficial
excep-tions. Through our education here at Malpi, we can get a different outlook towards life

through.

Malpi is a self-sustainable institution which is both economically and environmentally conscious. The School
helps the rural surrounding areas through its “Malpi Community Outreach” programmes. It pro-vides daily
meals to community schools; conducts various community service learning activities, and income generating
programmes for the underprivileged women and children.
One of the key things of Malpi is that it focuses on is non-conventional learning methodology. We per-form or
also participate in co-curricular activities like horse-riding, swimming, and other forms of activi-ties. We do
not believe in the traditional form of teachings where students only get to focus on the prescribed textbooks
where there is no room for any sort of creativity, thinking out of the box, physi-cal activity and so forth.
Here, all aspects of our growth is deemed equal to book knowledge.
Malpi’s core philosophy is entirely different from other schools. We are taught to engage with our nearby
communities. These community engagement pedagogies are fully integrated with our philoso-phy and are
made successful by the school management and ultimately the students themselves. So, we not only learn
from just sitting in our Graderooms, but also from venturing out of it.

We also have one of the highest quality Residential infrastructures currently present in Nepal along with
the School’s programmess. Not only in terms of the basic infrastructures, we have the state-of-the-art IT
infrastructures in our School which is also completely integrated with our learning. We have Smart Boards
in all the Graderooms. We are allowed to bring gadgets, as students from Grade IV to VI are allowed to bring
Tablets and the rest are allowed laptops. This is what we call, “E-Learning” and it has immensely helped us
in academics, in spite of few not agreeing upon this idea.
Taking our Physical activities into consideration, we play games every single day, an hour a day, unlike other
schools, which only allow this very important activity, once a week. We are privileged to have one of the best
sports and games facilities in the whole of Nepal. We even have professional coaching every Saturday and
Sunday in a variety of sports such as soccer, basketball, table tennis, swimming, badminton and so on. We
also have our School Teams who have brought back laurels every time they compete.

Due to E-Learning Year this session, we are taught differently and which in turn is very efficient, effec-tive
and convenient. Students absolutely love it. It is also way smart than the previous conventional pedagogies.
Through the access of gadgets like laptops and tablets, we have been able to utilize E-Learning properly.
The Wi-Fi in the School is controlled and secure, so that no one can gain unauthor-ized access to it. The
Wi-Fi connection speed has been boosted the past the couple of months, thanks to the School Management.
Through this, we have been able to be part of exciting smart E-learning programmes.
One of the most significant part of the School’s Philosophy of teaching and learning is to have fun at the
same time. We have fun while performing action-oriented and socially active activities with being responsible.
Through these responsibilities and activities, as well as enjoying at the same time, we get to learn more,
ultimately moulding us to do more and more. I consider myself extremely fortunate to study in such and
different and happy environment.
SARAS PRADHAN (GRADE IX)

SCHOOL’S CURRICULUM

O

ur school’s curriculum is very different from the other schools and similarly our schools
curriculum is also very different from others, this is why we are able to bring such excellent results
in examinations. It is not because of hard studying that we get such good results, it is because

of our extra curriculum that we are able to bring. The extra curriculum like music, sports and performing
arts keeps our mind active and ready for the stress our brain is going to deal in our long-hour tests. These
curriculums help our mind to develop in certain areas so we are not only trained for our profession, but also
in life. The life skills that we learn from the school help us in many ways in the future. Our school’s main
motive is to not only teach us subjects, but teach us something more than education. Our school teaches
us morals, values and skills which will help us survive and strive. Many parents don’t know this, because
they are not similar with these types of unique learning, thus, they complain to change back to traditional
method, but we being the students know that what the school is doing. As we can see this year’s SEE results,
it was all because of the school’s curriculum. We are now hoping to see more of these good results, just by
abiding by the school’s curriculum.
Shranav Sakha (Grade IX)

MALPI DIARY

O

n 17th of September, we were introduced to the Malpi
Diary. On 20th of September, we were given this diary. The
purpose of this diary is for us to write our assignments

in the diary so we won’t forget the assignments that we had to do.
In the diary, there are different dates and lines for us to write our
assignments. Our School Song is included at the back of the diary.
The Diary will help us in many ways. It is also useful for us to jot
down our thougths of the day, our reminders, etc. I would like to
thank Principal Sir for introducing our own diaries.
Yashash Sthapit (Grade IX)

UPCOMING LONG HOUR EXAMINATIONS

I

n the month of October, just before we go home, we have been informed that we will be having the long
hour examinations. Our past two long hour examinations had gone smoothly, and we hope that this
one will too. However, this time Grade 9 student are going to have the exams of two subjects, namely
Science and Math. The long hour examinations have always been a stress for many, but some of us know that
these examinations will help us in the long run, as we can maintain our focus. Having Discovery Science in
this PPE’s long hour exams was a smart choice, even though it is going to be tough for many of the students,
we will be able to maintain our full concentration while also concentrating in the school’s curriculum. We
are going to prepare for these examinations shortly after our teachers give us the grid for our long hour
examinations. We would like to show our appreciation towards Principal Sir for taking care of the situation,
regarding all the complaints from our parents about academics, these long hour examinations will help us
in our studies.
Shranav Sakha (Grade IX)

READING IS FUN!

R

eading is fun, and it is very important in life. Reading makes our speaking and language, clear and
perfect. We all love to read books and imagine a wonderful story. There are so many authors in
this world who have created amazing fantasies like J.K Rowling, the one who created Harry Potter
series, Rick Riordan, the one who created Percy Jackson, Hero of Olympus, and Kane Chronicles and many
more. Books are the source of knowledge. Through reading, you will be able to understand the world better
and in a much deeper way. Here in Malpi, reading is a must. Historical context will come alive as your eyes
dance across the pages of the interesting novel.
Prithak Basnet (Grade VIII)

DISCIPLINE

D

iscipline is one of the most significant things for a student and we should all be disciplined. We
should work on our behavior. In Malpi, we get graded on behavior by Conduct. I come in the Good
Conduct List which means I am an average student regarding studies and have no disciplinary
problems. I am very proud of myself for hearing good comments from my teachers this P.P.E. on my behavior
improvement. Value Education is also very important because it makes us know about the benefits of being
disciplined and having good values. I understand that we need to have good behavior for improving our social
skills and habits, so that we can adjust in the real world. Discipline is very important and many people don’t
understand that. To be honest with all, I also had a bad behavior like talking back, but some days back I
realized I will be affected and I will not grow, so I realized my mistakes and promised myself that I will not
repeat any bad things I did.
Vedant Raj Pandey

SOCIAL CLASSES WITH PRINCIPAL SIR

I

t has already been quite some time since we have had prep with our very own Principal Sir. Learning
with Principal Sir is more fun and interesting than learning in our Grade room. Principal Sir has done
so much for us and now it’s our turn to do something for him. The reason why he has chosen to teach
us Social Studies is because our course in Social Studies is not going as expected and. He taught us about
3 chapters in just 2 days. We all understand when and what he teaches and we find it easier to learn the
subject with him. The way he teaches us is very easy to understand. We feel very lucky to be able to have such
a kind, generous and intelligent Principal in our school.
Divas Silwal

THE S.E.E.

W

e are extremely serious and a bit pressured too due to the S.E.E. Examination in the near future.
We have finished all our courses in the different subjects. For the 3rd Periodic Performance
Evaluations, we are going to have the traditional long-hour examinations in LPS, DS and
Elective Mathematics.
We have mostly understood the concepts of what we’ve learnt in the Graderoom in the various subjects.
Nonetheless, we are having revision classes to clear our doubts. On the one hand, we are quite worried about
our 3rd PPE, and everyone seems to be studying very seriously. On the other, we still have about 5-6 months
more till the S.E.E. Hence, we will definitely do well as a Batch. The Grade Ten students are keeping higher
goals and dreams! I wish all of us the very best!
Shreejit Poudyal (Grade X)

Weekly Report (24-30 Sept. ‘18)

T

his week was full of exciting activities. We have completed our 3rd Periodic Performance Evaluations
and we have all done well. We took part in the Educational Excursion on Friday. We visited the
Indreshwor Temple and did some Service Learning Activities there. The Principal’s Assembly on
Monday was exciting as all our House Ministers had to give speeches. Also, we have started the Intra-House
PhyEx 2018 selections. We are all motivated to give our best this PhyEx.
Aashwat Shrestha (Grade VI)

PhyEx 2018

W

e are having our PhEx practices during our games time every day. I am taking part in the Long
Jump from my House, Lumbini. I am very proud to be selected for this. I am giving my best shot
when I get into the field every day. I am trying my best to beat my own record. There are many
other good students that are participating too. I know that it is not just about winning but I want to show
my friends that I tried and gave my best. Winning and losing is a part of the game, participating is the most
important aspect. PhyEx comes ones a year and we shall not miss it. It has been three years that Lumbini
has not won the shield and this year, we are targeting to get it back to our house.
Ayushman Bijuckchhe (Grade VI)

DOCTOR ZHIVAGO

D

octor Zhivago, a fantasy created by Boris Pasternak, is a story
of a man Yuri Zhivago who has been torn between his loves
for two women in the 20th Century. This book was published
on 1957 in Italy. This novel contains passages written in the 1910s and
1920s. Yuri becomes a medical officer in the army and is stationed in
a small town. He then meets Lara, a woman whom he has seen before.
This timeless love story has entertained many generations.
This year, our Annual School Play is selected as “Doctor Zhivago”. At
the very beginning, when we were told about this play we hesitated a
bit because none of us had any idea of this play. But after all those
videos and reading summaries and Googling it, it sparked in interest in
everyone. I have been chosen as a character named Yanko. There were
two more Yankos for with me, Pravash Chuke himself and Sampana
Dai.
Yanko is a soldier in the army who unfortunately dies in the process of
a war. Yanko survives when he had been badly wounded in the explosion
but the second time, he faces his death. Well I am fine with that because
at least I should be happy that I have a role, I have dialogs and I am
really thankful for that. I hope that I do well in this School Play and the
school play becomes a great success.
Sophil Sthapit (Grade IX)

ACTING AS YURI ZHIVAGO

A

s our Principal Sir says, Malpi is not only school with difference
but also school with opportunities and many more. We are given
opportunities everywhere; only thing we have to do is grab
them. We are tested according to our academics, sports, music, arts,
performance, skills, confidence, speaking and other various attributes.
Every year Malpi conducts numbers of platform us to display our talents,
to show who we are, what are we made up of. One of the platforms that
Malpi organizes every year is the Annual School Play. We had “The
School of Rock” last year and we are having “Dr. Zhivago” this year.
And I feel very fortunate to be chosen as Yuri Andreyevich Zhivago.
The plot of the story is taken at the time of Russian revolution when
the Tsar was kicked out of his throne. When the people of Russia were
starving.
Yuri Andreyevich Zhivago is the main character of the musical play. His
father dies and he is adopted by the Gromeko Family.
I am feeling excited to act as Yurii but it’s not an easy task to do. We are

having difficulties in dialogues, act and lip sync but Richard sir is helping us and I am sure we will be able
to put up the best show ever.
Shubham Gautam (Yurii Andreyevich Zhivago)

MY EXPERIENCE AS YURI ANDREYEVICH ZHIVAGO

W

hen I joined Malpi in grade seven, I saw my seniors acting in the Annual School Play. I thought
acting in the Annual Play was everything; I thought it was the ultimate goal of a Malpi-ite. Since
then I dreamed of acting as a major character in the annual school play. And when the results
of the auditions were declared, I was over the moon.
Dr. Zhivago first seemed to be a little unexciting musical but when we were properly introduced to it we were
more than okay with it. We started practicing immediately after the results were out. The results were not
very easy to accept for some. Some were in the air where as some were frustrated and had to accept their
roles with a heavy heart. I was glad as I got what I wanted.
Yuri Andreyevich Zhivago is the prime character of the play. The play itself is named after the character.
The love story between Yuri and Lara is what makes this play so interesting. Due to difficult situation Yurii
and Lara get separated. Russia’s situation of the time plays a lethal role. Yurii is a doctor and he meets Lara
in a camp. They work together for days and that’s where it all starts.
The play has helped me in countless ways. It has helped me gain confidence; it has helped me in pronunciation
and lots of other things. The significance of the annual school play is indescribable. It rightly implements
Malpi’s motto. We can say that it is a perfect example of how Malpi produces individuals. December is when
we are bringing Dr. Zhivago to Kathmandu and I ensure you that you’ll be amazed by Malpi’s production.
If understood properly, we can even bring tears to your eyes.
I acknowledge the Director of the play Mr. Richard Moktan, the Producer Mr. Jyoti Man Sherchan and
everyone who have helped us prepare or the Annual School Play 2018-2019 “Dr. Zhivago”.
Apurba Koirala(Yurii Andreyevich Zhivago)

MY EXPERIENCE

I

t gives me immense pleasure to act as Lara. Since, I joined Malpi I had set a dream to act on a big
stage surrounded by a large number of people. I knew only dreaming was not enough, I must express
myself. Even though I am short in height, I knew I could do it. After declaration of “Dr.Zhivago” as
the annual school play, I started observing the characters by watching the movie. I finally decided to do a
monologue. I gave my best shot and I didn’t expect much but I was just astonished when I heard that I
was acting as Lara. I was really proud that I was acting as one of the major characters. Larissa Guishar
(Lara) is a beautiful young woman who is tortured by Viktor Komarovsky, much older man, in fact Lara’s
uncle, which leads to life-long self-esteem problem. She grew up in poverty. She becomes a nurse and takes
care of everyone around her. Talking about her romantic life. Lara and Yurii are connected with each other
unconditionally. But on the other side, she was devoted to her husband Pasha. She is known as Larissa
Guishar, Lara Antipova and Larochka.
Now, acting as Lara is my responsibility. I should give my best. I will do whatever it takes to make this the
best play in the history of Malpi International School.
Deepti Kadel(Larissa Antipov)

My experience as Lara.
Lara is a very smart, rebellious and beautiful girl who everyone would
want to be. And I am starring as her in the Annual School Play. I feel
blessed and very lucky as we are getting to beautify ourselves on the
stage. Acting as a typical girl from the 1900’s, it is quite difficult but I
am ready to take this as a challenge. I have been navigating my strength
and weaknesses to give my best as Lara. I am trying to memorize all
the dialogues and add expressions to it. It is also helping us polish our
talents. With this supportive cast around, it makes practicing much more
fun. Thanks to Malpi for having these wonderful events pinned on the
calendar.
Nirjala Thapa (Lara)

Experience as Komorovsky

E

very year, Malpi orchestrates school play and this year the
school is hosting “Doctor Zhivago” which is a very romantic
and thrilling musical play.

In the audition, I bent over backwards for the lead role. As I made it
to one of the major characters “Victor Komorovsky”. I was not able to
suppress my triumphant smile.
Komorovsky is a very lighthearted person and my and Komorovsky’s
personality is really indistinguishable so, I can get into his character and
put up a great show.
Abhishek Roy(Viktor Komarovsky)

MY EXPERIENCE AS VIKTOR KOMAROVSKY

I

am having a marvelous time as Viktor Komarovsky. I am gaining
more experience which is very fascinating and I would like to learn
more. I have enjoyed every practice session because the character
that I am playing is quite manly, he is rich, and is a little cruel but
when he loves somebody, he does anything to him or her whatsoever. Till
now we are yet to complete the frame work of this musical, but soon it
will come up with very romantic, sentimental and mesmerizing story. I
ensure you that we are going to show Kathmandu what we are capable
of.
Akash Rimal Chaudhary (Viktor Komarovsky)

EXPERIENCE AS PASHA/ STERLINKOV

P

laying a role as Pasha Antipov or Sterlinkov, was one of the
dreams of mine. Pasha is a revolutionist who is married to a
woman, Lara. Later on his wedding night, Lara tells all the
filthy things that happened in her childhood and Komarovsky leaves her
to let her realize her shame. Later, after years, Pasha changes himself
into a different person with a different attitude. He changes his name
as well to, Sterlinko”. Sterlinkov is the commander of the Red Army.

He has killed many people and has kept countless Russians in pain. Later he dies, committing suicide,
comprehending his mistake.
In our daily practice, I am still not able to go inside the character and act accordingly to it. Overall, our
practice is going on smoothly. As to the movie’s sequence, Pasha needs to be shy and a tough man, and
Sterlinkov as a strongman. Acting as Pasha has been a great honor, and acting in our Annual School Play,
“Doctor Zhivago” as well.
Shashwot Shankar Shrestha(Pasha Antipov)

MY EXPERIENCE

I

am really passionate and motivated now. Three weeks of training and rehearsing has brought zeal to my
veins. Doctor Zhivago shows the class antagonism and the capitalist Russia and the sudden upheaval.
The story is based in trauma, Jeopardy and struggle. With this classic and historic importance, we
embark on a journey to show the sentiments, captives, arrogance, presentiments and overwhelming story
written by profound Russian writer “Boris Patersnak”.
Pasha is a powerful orator, awesome leader and a compassionate human. Manifestation of those qualities
was really hard for me. This story provides viewers a quick view to the Russia during the ages of upheaval
and turmoil. For me this is a great opportunity and would never perish away from my mind.
I am ready to put down a wonderful play in the vicinity of Kathmandu to made dwellers all astonished and
dazzle.
Nishant Pokharel(Pasha Antipov)

MY EXPERIENCE

M

y determination, hard work and all my efforts practicing for the audition was worth it. It will be
one of the most memorable moments of my life, getting to act as Pasha Antipov. At the beginning,
I thought that I wasn’t talented enough, but the more I practiced, the more I realized that I could
do it, that I was capable to do it, that it was not a mistake choosing me as Pasha. Motivation was all that I
needed I had my friends to support me in that area.
After three weeks of hard work I feel the poise inside me and I am also able to express my mind. I appreciate
and acknowledge Richard Sir for his efforts and his enthusiasm. I will try my best and will make this Annual
School Play a huge success.
Aryan Raj Shrestha(Pasha Antipov)

Viktor Komarovsky

V

iktor is a very different character; there is no character similar to victor in Dr. Zhivago. When the
story starts, Viktor acts as the villain, who is a hypocrite and seeks women all the time. But as the
story goes on, he changes his attitude and way of doing things. He later becomes very helpful.

This play seems to be very different the previous ones. It is definitely more difficult to act. We all have been
working very hard to make it a great success.
Norden Bista (Viktor Komarovsky)

A DAY WITH MOVIE PERSONALITIES
Malpi: October 3, 2018.

M

r. Ashok Sharma, famous actor, producer
and director of the Nepali Film Industry,
along with the cast of the soon-to be
released movie, “Jay Bhole”, came to School for a
visit. Mr. Ashok Sharma spoke in detail about “Jay
Bhole”, his upcoming movie which he is the Director.
He also shared some interesting facts and his opinions
about the education at Malpi International School.
He said that he was proud to associate himself with
Malpi. This association has spanned many years as
both his daughter, Ms. Kriti Sharma and his son, Mr.
Anikit Sharma were graduates of Malpi International
School. He also further elaborated that we were
extremely fortunate to have been studying in Malpi.
Similarly, Mr. Saugat Malla and Mr. Khagendra
Lamichhane movie and theater personalities also
addressed the gathering too. They shared some
insight about their life and experiences. Likewise, Mr.
Ankit Sharma, also gave his views. He talked highly of
the education that he received in Malpi. He said that
whatever he does now, the credit goes to the School.
He talked about all the important values, life skills
and lessons that Malpi taught are what matters in the
long run.
We would like to thank Principal Sir for making such
an exciting programme possible for us.

An interview with Mr. Ashok Sharma.
Ishu: Do you think the movie will be hit?
Mr. Sharma: The situation of the movie being a hit or a
flop all depends on the public eye. The viewers are the
ones to make it a hit. But with all my hard work, I am
sure this will be a hot and I hope so too.
Ishu: What was your main motive/intention of making
this movie?
Mr. Sharma: Message, a big, strong message. I have
hidden it inside this movie. I want the viewers to find
it.
Ishu: Do have a close relation with the crew?
Mr. Sharma: I do, we’re like a family. We want to have
cooperation while making the movie so, we need the
family like connection.

Ishu: So, this was your first time working with your
son, Ankit Sharma. How was the experience/feeling?
Mr. Sharma: Help. I got a lot of help from my son. I
make movies through my experience and practically,
but my son learned the course and graduated in it.
So, I got plenty of professional help.
Ishu: How did you direct the part where Saugat
Malla breaks the pot?
Mr. Sharma: It was recut. We didn’t do any tricks for
it. Saugat did it himself. The pot was not so heavy
though.
Ishu: How did you choose the cast?
We see which actor suits in the story and then
audition them.
Ishu: Do the actors have arguments during scenes?
Mr. Sharma: Of course, actors are humans too. They
have it. But we make sure it doesn’t affect the movie.
Ishu: What are the requirements to be an actor?
Mr. Sharma: What you need is talent, belief and
practice.

Ishu: How do you look for places to shoot your movie
scenes?
Mr. Sharma: Sometimes we write stories after we get
the places and sometimes we look for places that
match the story.
Ishu: If at times, you get a new idea in the midst of
shooting, do you add it?
Mr. Sharma: Yes, we do but only if it is suitable and
according the story line.
Ishu: Can Malpi students be cast as child actors?
Mr. Sharma: They can, from what I have seen, Malpi
gives importance to the Performing Arts too and
with all the varied activities and education that a
child gets in Malpi, I am pretty sure that there are
loads of talented child actors.
Ishu: How does a child actor balance one’s acting
and school work?
Mr. Sharma: The take short scenes during holidays,
i.e. Saturdays and Sundays. For their long scenes,
we usually arrange it during their long vacations.

Note:
I sincerely hope that all of us go and watch this movie and promote it. We definitely need to support the
Nepali movie fraternity. I wish Mr. Ashok Sharma and his team all the very best.

Results of Pre-decided Events: PhyEx 2018
Senior Girls Long Jump

Sudiksha Karki, Deepti Kandel
Mustang Mt. Everest
Samriddhi Nepal, Arya Karna
Khumbu Mt. K2
Pasang Choky Lama, Shreegoun Shah
Janakpur Mt. Kanchenjunga
Nirjala Thapa, Shrena Sherchan
Lumbini Mt. Lhotse
			

Inter Girls Long Jump

Alisha Shakya, Aazya Rajkarnikar
Khumbu Mt. Everest
Shristi Krishna Malla, Samragyi Gauchan Lumbini Mt. K2
Gita Kumari Mourya, Kritika Sainju
Mustang Mt. Kanchenjunga
Yanchen Chho Lama, Mahima Khatri
Janakpur Mt. Lhotse
			

Senior Girls Medicine Ball Throw

Reeti Deep Rijal, Nasala Shakya
Khumbu Mt. Everest
Yangchen Chho Lama, Suhana Shrestha Janakpur Mt. K2
Kritagyata Gurung, Girwani Sharma
Mustang Mt. Kanchenjunga
Shristi Krishna Malla, Supriya Pradhan Lumbini Mt. Lhotse
			

Inter Girls Medicine Ball Throw

Richel Ramudamu, Priyanka Gurung
Lumbini Mt. Everest
Pasang Choky Lama, Aishworya Shrestha Janakpur Mt. K2
Arya Rajlawot, Angelina Lama
Khumbu Mt. Kanchenjunga
Stuti Limbu, Tenzing Lhamu Ghale
Mustang Mt. Lhotse
			

Inter Boys Medicine Ball Throw

Anuj B. Shrestha, Padma Jyoti Buda
Lumbini Mt. Everest
Shashwat Singh, Sakchyam Dhakwa
Janakpur Mt. K2
Pranamaya Dongol, Mahim Shrestha
Khumbu Mt. Kanchenjunga
Piyush Shrestha, Karma Gurung
Mustang Mt. Lhotse
			

Inter Boys Long Jump

Anuj B. Shrestha, Utsarga Chaulagain Lumbini Mt. Everest
Mustang Mt. K2
Biraj Rana, Dipson Shrestha
Aarav Shrestha, Shreetez Tuladhar
Janakpur Mt. Kanchenjunga
Sashwat Parajuli, Jayang Gurung
Khumbu Mt. Lhotse
			

Senior Boys Medicine Ball Throw

Ansul Dangol, Sonam P. Sherpa
Mustang Mt. Everest
Shreejit Poudel, Nishant Tandukar
Janakpur Mt. K2
Umanga Pradhananga, Akash R. Chaudhary Lumbini Mt. Kanchenjunga
Pranjal Bhandari, Susan Shrestha
Khumbu Mt. Lhotse
			

Senior Boys Long Jump

Kalsang Lama, Biyon Gauchan
Dhawasang Moktan, Kundoon K. Shah
Ejen Prajapati, Sulav Shrestha
Rishek Kharel, Prashrit Bhayadeo

Lumbini
Khumbu
Mustang
Janakpur

Mt. Everest
Mt. K2
Mt. Kanchenjunga
Mt. Lhotse

Senior Boys Javelin Throw

Umanga Pradhananga, Lhamo Kyap
Pranjal Bhandari, Ryan Bogati
Norden Bista, Abhishek Roy
Prashrit Bhayadeo, Sampanna Maharjan

Lumbini
Khumbu
Mustang
Janakpur

Mt. Everest
Mt. K2
Mt. Kanchenjunga
Mt. Lhotse

Inter Boys 400 Meters

Umanga Pradhananga, Lhamo Kyap
Pranjal Bhandari, Ryan Bogati
Norden Bista, Abhishek Roy
Prashrit Bhayadeo, Sampanna Maharjan

Lumbini
Khumbu
Mustang
Janakpur

Mt. Everest
Mt. K2
Mt. Kanchenjunga
Mt. Lhotse

Inter Girls 400 Meters

Umanga Pradhananga, Lhamo Kyap
Pranjal Bhandari, Ryan Bogati
Norden Bista, Abhishek Roy

Lumbini
Khumbu
Mustang

Mt. Everest
Mt. K2
Mt. Kanchenjunga

Prashrit Bhayadeo, Sampanna Maharjan Janakpur Mt. Lhotse
		

Senior Girls 400 Meters

Umanga Pradhananga, Lhamo Kyap
Pranjal Bhandari, Ryan Bogati
Norden Bista, Abhishek Roy
Prashrit Bhayadeo, Sampanna Maharjan

Lumbini
Khumbu
Mustang
Janakpur

Mt. Everest
Mt. K2
Mt. Kanchenjunga
Mt. Lhotse

Inter Girls 400 Meters

Umanga Pradhananga, Lhamo Kyap
Pranjal Bhandari, Ryan Bogati
Norden Bista, Abhishek Roy
Prashrit Bhayadeo, Sampanna Maharjan

Lumbini
Khumbu
Mustang
Janakpur

Mt. Everest
Mt. K2
Mt. Kanchenjunga
Mt. Lhotse

Senior Boys 200 Meters

Umanga Pradhananga, Lhamo Kyap
Pranjal Bhandari, Ryan Bogati
Norden Bista, Abhishek Roy
Prashrit Bhayadeo, Sampanna Maharjan

Lumbini
Khumbu
Mustang
Janakpur

Mt. Everest
Mt. K2
Mt. Kanchenjunga
Mt. Lhotse

Senior Boys High Jump

Umanga Pradhananga, Lhamo Kyap
Pranjal Bhandari, Ryan Bogati
Norden Bista, Abhishek Roy
Prashrit Bhayadeo, Sampanna Maharjan

Lumbini
Khumbu
Mustang
Janakpur

Mt. Everest
Mt. K2
Mt. Kanchenjunga
Mt. Lhotse

Senior Boys Shot Putt

Umanga Pradhananga, Lhamo Kyap
Pranjal Bhandari, Ryan Bogati
Norden Bista, Abhishek Roy
Prashrit Bhayadeo, Sampanna Maharjan

Lumbini
Khumbu
Mustang
Janakpur

Mt. Everest
Mt. K2
Mt. Kanchenjunga
Mt. Lhotse

PROGRAMME
Opening Ceremony
Parade of the Houses, (Janakpur, Khumbu, Lumbini & Mustang) to the tunes of “Final
Countdown” and “Nepali Dashain/Tihar Medley” performed by the School Orchestra.
Hoisting of the National Flag of Nepal
National Anthem of Nepal played by the School Orchestra
Lighting of the Torch Ceremony (Chariots of Fire: School Orchestra)
Oath-Taking Ceremony
Declaration of PhyEx Open
Welcome Speech by School Head Boy and Head Girl

Track and Field Events
Inter Boys 100 Meters
Inter Girls 100 Meters
Senior Girls 100 Meters
Senior Boys 100 Meters
Inter Girls 100 Meter Hurdles
Inter Boys 100 Meter Hurdles
Senior Girls 100 Meter Hurdles
Senior Boys 100 Meter Hurdles
Senior Boys Triple Jump
Juniors’ Tug of War
Juniors’ Medley (Skipping, Hurdles, Sack Race and 100 Meters)
Inter Boys 4 x 100 Meters Relay
Inter Girls 4 x 100 Meters Relay
Senior Girls 4 x 100 Meters Relay
Senior Boys 4 x 100 Meters Relay

Closing Ceremony
Call to the dais Special Guests from Poland
National Anthem of Poland played by the School Orchestra
Lowering of the Flag of Poland
Chief Guest’s Address
Grand Finale
School Song (School Orchestra)

